INC news: listen to the new podcast episode on The Online Self
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INC news, July 2017
We wish you a great summer! INC will be back again at the end of August.
Zero Inﬁnite #4: INC podcast about The Online Self
Fear and Loathing of the Online Self: videos online
Book launch Miriam Rasch in pictures
German translation of Geert Lovink's latest book: Im Bann der Plattformen

Fear and Loathing of
the Online Self: videos
online
Zero Inﬁnite #4: The
Online Self

Videos of the lectures of the
conference that was held last May in
Rome are gradually coming in. Watch
the ﬁrst ones here.

Listen to the fourth episode of INC
podcast Zero Inﬁnite, which zooms in
on the online self and selﬁes, with Ana
Peraica, Wendy Chun and Rebecca
Stein. In the studio, we discuss
algorithmic identity, the importance of
the background in selﬁes and the
phenomenon of the ‘drelﬁe’.

Including presentations by Biella
Coleman, Franco Berardi, and Jodi
Dean. Topics include online subjectivity
theory, going behind and beyond the
selﬁe, artistic practices of the online
self, and the politics and aesthetics of
mask design.

You can ﬁnd the podcast here, or in the
Soundcloud or iTunes podcast apps.

Keep an eye out on our Vimeo account
for more to come.

Geert Lovink: Im Bann
der Plattformen

Book Launch Miriam
Rasch

Geert Lovink, Carolin Wiedemann
and Gazette Krystian Woznicki
presented the German edition of
Geert's latest book Im Bann der
Platformen: Die Nächste Runde der
Netzkritik at the Rosa-LuxemburgStiftung Salon in Berlin.

On June 22nd Miriam's book
Zwemmen in de Oceaan was
presented. After an introduction by
Geert Lovink, Miriam talked to Daan
Stoffelsen about being human in a
world dominated by data.

Pictures are available here. You can
listen to the presentation here (in
German).

Pictures of the launch are available on
the INC Flickr.
The opening essay from Miriam’s book
was translated into English for the INC
Longform series: The Post-digital
Condition.

Enjoy the summer with INC Longforms
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